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Silicon based integrated circuit technology has shown astonishing progress scaling to
ever smaller geometries as the industry follows Moore's predictions. However, to
stay at the leading edge of silicon IC technology requires very significant investments
which all but the largest companies are struggling to afford. As a consequence many
have decided to go “fabless” and use foundry technology. The fabless option also
provides the opportunity for technology based companies to use their cleanrooms to
add extra functionality to products by post-processing extra layers/new materials to
create innovative products and address new application areas.
All of these diverse post-processing technologies have one particular feature in
common, namely they all use silicon (usually CMOS) as a platform for system
integration with the added value being the innovation associated with post-processing
and/or technology integration, which in many cases is realised on standard foundry
technology. The talk will discuss the issues associated with integrating foundry and
custom foundry IC wafers with both new materials and technologies such as MEMS
based sensors and actuators. In particular this presentation examines the practical
aspects that need to be considered when integrating CMOS and MEMS type
technologies. Finally, examples of successful applications of this approach in both
photonics and other application areas will be presented.
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